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Abstract 
This research aimed at improving some EFL grammatical 

competence among first year preparatory school pupils through using 

interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligences. The participants of the 

study consisted of 30 first year preparatory school pupils in Alshahid 

Mahmoud Abdelazim Mahmoud preparatory School, in Kafr Farsis, 

Benha, Qaliupia Government. The research followed the two-groups 

(experimental and control groups) pre-post test design. The Pre 

grammatical competence test was administered to the two groups of first 

year preparatory school pupils. The pupils were taught using 

interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligences to develop their 

grammatical competence skills. Then, the post-test was administered 

again. T-test was used to compare the mean scores of the experimental 

group and control group of the pre-post test. Results of the analysis 

revealed that the participants' EFL grammatical competence skills of the 

experimental group improved significantly than the control group as a 

result of using interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligences. Therefore, it 

can be concluded that the interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligences 

was effective in developing EFL first year preparatory school pupils' 

grammatical competence skills. 

Keywords: EFL grammatical competence skills, Interpersonal 

intelligence, Intrapersonal intelligence. 
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Introduction: 
Language is the core of the communication between people. It is a 

means to transform information and knowledge to each other. Language is 

divided into skills and systems. Language skills are listening, speaking, 

reading, and writing.  Language systems are phonological, syntactic, 

semantic, and pragmatic. Learners ought to know language systems and 

language skills to be versed of using language. This knowledge is important 

to develop and improve their language.  

Knowing a language is not only knowledge its correct usage, but 

also followed by actual usage of this knowledge in reading, writing and 

other communication skills. Knowledge of grammar is easier than its 

usage. Knowledge alone is not enough for correct usage. Therefore, the 

language learner must have not only the language ability learners need to 

acquire. The ability to use the language was called competence (Abdel-

Hack, 1988)
))

. 

Grammatical Competence is one of the four communicative 

competences (grammatical competence, sociolinguistic competence, 

discourse competence and strategic competence). It refers to knowledge of 

syntax, meaning, vocabulary, and machanics. This type of competence is 

important because it provides skills and knowledge so that students can 

learn to be understood in listening, speaking, reading, and writing. The goal 

is to acquire knowledge of, and ability to use, forms of expression that are 

grammatically correct and accurate. Grammatical competence acts to 

promote accuracy and fluency in second/ foreign language production and 

increases in importance as the learner advances in proficiency (Stern, 1983; 

Díaz-Rico and Weed, 2010). 

                                           
() The researcher followed the APA style of documentation. 
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The proponents of grammar teaching argue that some focus on form 

may well be necessary for many students to achieve accuracy as well as 

fluency in their acquisition of a second or foreign language. The fact that 

the main objective of learning a language is to use it as a means of 

communication makes grammar essential. Grammatical competence is one 

of communicative competence. Communicative competence involves 

knowing how to use the grammar and vocabulary of the language to 

achieve communicative goals, and knowing how doing this in a socially 

appropriate way. Communicative goals are the goals of students’ studying 

English language. So grammar teaching is necessary to achieve the goals of 

communicative competence (Zhang, 2009). 

Morever, Helwa (2013) clarified that grammatical competence is 

the ability to perform the grammatical well-formedness, recognize the 

lexical, morphological, syntactic and phonological features of a language 

to form words and sentences. It refers to the knowledge of the language 

that accounts students' ability to produce sentences in a language and the 

knowledge of the building blocks of sentences (e.g. parts of speech, 

tenses, phrases, clauses, and sentences patterns and how sentences are 

formed). It is an important dimension of language learning and the 

ability to understand and produce the language correctly. It is concerned 

with producing grammatical utterances. 

Some main principles for teaching grammar to learners through: the 

learning load should be manageable in a way that simplifies the grammar 

for beginning learners, as they only have a partial understanding at this 

stage. Therefore, it was suggested implementing consciousness-raising 

activities because it helps them to notice patterns and regularities that can 
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be developed over time. And, it is to emphasize inductive approach over 

deductive approach, because of the lack of linguistic ability to comprehend 

grammatical explanations at the beginning stages (Nunan, 2005). 

There are two good reasons for teaching grammar that are: the fact 

that grammar allows advanced refinement of meaning ensuring greater 

comprehensibility. And the other that grammar gives a learner a better 

chance of integration, diminishing the risk of rejection by the target 

language society one aspires to. Hence, grammar rules are considered as 

a means of controlling. This controlling does not know by those who 

possess expert knowledge in the dimension of both the language 

classroom and the underlying educational philosophy in authoritarian 

societies. This favor is obeying rules over the ability to express oneself 

(Swan, 2002). 

Thus, with the advent of communicative competence theories, 

grammatical competence was no longer viewed as the only prerequisite 

of successful second language learning. Nevertheless, most language 

theorists have agreed that grammatical competence is a keystone for the 

development of communicative competence in a second or foreign 

language. Grammatical competence plays an important role in the 

learners' development of competence in a second or foreign language. 

Grammatical competence develops in a natural way, the way children 

develop grammatical competence in their native language, without the 

use of formal instruction (Melendez, 1993). 

Consequently, through the previous studies and literatures 

(Melendez, 1993; Wu, 2003; Fiori, 2005; Ozkan, 2011; loaiza, 2014), 

assessing EFL grammatical competence divided into know (recognition) 
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grammatical competence aspects and usage (production) its aspects. To 

measure this knowledge and usage, test will divided into sub-tests oral 

and written test language that included the focal grammatical points. The 

written test would divide into three sections (grammatical Knowledge, 

vocabulary knowledge, and phonology knowledge). Each section will 

divided into sub- questions. The oral test will prepare by the research and 

will record. 

Since Grammatical Competence is one of the most important and 

problematic skills for language learners. Since advances in using many 

theories are widely spread for learning, the problem of competence of 

grammatical skills seems more manageable through using interpersonal 

and intrapersonal intelligences to improve grammatical competence 

skills. The following section sheds the light on and its uses for 

developing interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligences grammatical 

competence skills. 

Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences Theory, addresses how the brain 

deals with information, stating that there are nine different ways by the 

brain in thinking, solving problems, and learning.  Even though it is a 

theory and has yet no specific application method or instructional 

approach, it does offer a structure by which to develop the student and 

pedagogical model for teaching. Multiple intelligences theory suggests 

that there is not just one concrete measure of intelligence and by 

implication not just one single way of teaching. Hence, Gardner suggests 

that learning and teaching can be understood and practiced through many 

avenues. He started with intelligences in 1983 (Sahatsatatsana & 

Siriyothin, 2010). 
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It is of the utmost importance that was recognized and nurture all 

of the varied human intelligences and all of the combinations of 

intelligences. Learners are all so different largely because they have 

different combinations of intelligences. If they recognize this, they will 

have at least a better chance of dealing appropriately with the many 

problems that they face in the world. If they can mobilize the spectrum 

of human abilities, not only will people feel better about themselves and 

more competent; it is even possible that they will also feel more engaged 

and better able to join the rest of the world community in working for the 

broader good(Gardner, 2006). 

According to (Christison & Kennedy, 1999), four ways were identified in 

which the MI theory can be used in the classroom as following; 

 As a tool to help students develop appreciation of their own 

strengths and their preferred ways of learning.  

 As a tool to develop a better understanding of learners’ 

intelligences.  

 As a guide to provide a greater variety of ways for students to 

learn and to demonstrate their learning.  

 As a guide to develop lesson plans.  

Many researchers such as Armstrong (2009), Gardner (1983, 2006), 

Fleetham (2006), Ibnian ,& Hadban (2013), lazear (2000), Nelson (1998), 

Palmberg (2011) mentioned that, Gardner (1983) listed seven intelligences; 

verbal/ linguistic, bodily/ kinesthetic, logical/mathematical, visual/spatial, 

musical, interpersonal, and intrapersonal intelligence. Addition to, in 2006, 

he added three intelligences; natural, spiritual and existential intelligence. 
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In this study will use two intelligences (Intrapersonal intelligence 

and intrapersonal intelligence). 

Interpersonal Intelligence:  

This intelligence is the ability to understand and discern the 

feelings and intentions of others. This can include sensitivity to facial 

expressions, voice, and gestures; the capacity for discriminating among 

many different kinds of interpersonal cues; and the ability to respond 

effectively to those cues in some pragmatic way (e.g., to influence a 

group of people to follow a certain line of action) (Gardner, 1983, 2006; 

Nelson,1998;  lazear,2000; Fleetham, 2006; Armstrong,2009; 

Palmberg,2011; Ibnian ,& Hadban,2013). 

Intrapersonal Intelligence: 

This intelligence is the ability to understand one's own feelings and 

motivations. These two intelligences are separate from each other. 

Nevertheless, because of their close association in most cultures, they are 

often linked together. It includes having an accurate picture of oneself 

(one’s strengths and limitations); awareness of inner moods, intentions, 

motivations, temperaments, and desires; and the capacity for self-discipline, 

self-understanding, and self-esteem (Gardner, 1983, 2006; Nelson, 1998;  

lazear, 2000; Fleetham, 2006; Armstrong,2009; Palmberg, 2011; Ibnian , & 

Hadban,2013). 

Strategies to stimulate the intelligences according to: 

(Nelson,1998; Gardner, 2006; Armstrong, 2009; Palmberg,2011; Ibnian 

& Hadban, 2013); Here are five strategies for Interpersonal intelligence 

as following: 
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(Peer Sharing, People Sculptures, Cooperative Groups, Board Games 

Simulation). And, Here are five strategies for Intrapersonal intelligence as 

following:(One Minute Reflection, Personal Connections, Feeling- Toned 

Moment Choice Time, Goal- Setting Sessions). 

          Zarie and Mohseni (2012) investigated the relationship between four 

types of intelligence (logical, interpersonal, verbal and intrapersonal) and 

grammatical and writing accuracy of foreign language learners. This study 

employed a 40-item multiple intelligence questionnaire, a 35-item 

Michigan grammar test and a writing test. The sample was 190 male and 

female Iranian students at Takestan Azad University, Karaj Azad 

University, and Imam khomeini International University in Qazvin. The 

results showed that both intrapersonal and interpersonal intelligence were 

predictors of grammar accuracy and intrapersonal intelligence made a 

statistically significant contribution to predicting learner’s writing accuracy. 

Context of the Problem 
Students' mastery of a language is ultimately measured by how 

well they can use it not by how much they know about it. In spite of the 

importance of grammatical competence for the preparatory stage pupils, 

it has not been given enough attention. Unfortunately, it is considered as 

unimportant aspect in the language learning process that does not 

deserve enough attention. The result is an apparent weakness in first-year 

pupils’ grammatical competence learning that affects badly their learning 

language. 

According to the importance of grammatical competence the 

standards of the Egyptian Ministry of Education and the aims of the 
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English course in the first-year at preparatory stage (2012); pupils should 

be prepared to be aware of the following: 

 Use and explain synonyms and antonyms. 

 Use basic prefixes to infer word meaning. 

 Identify and explain meaning of phrasal verbs. 

 Identify nouns and pronouns and their reference. 

 Identify and use compound sentence patterns (affirmative). 

 Use simple and complex grammatical structures to communicate 

meaning. 

 Use functional rules appropriately determiners (e.g., articles, 

demonstratives), prepositions and reflexive pronouns. 

 Use correct sentence word order. 

 Use technology resources (internet and electronic dictionaries) to 

practice language structure. 

It can be stated that the lack of grammatical competence itself 

through the Egyptian studies such as Abdel-Samiaeli (1992), Hegazy 

(2008), Helmy (2008), Soliman (2008), Mohammed (2011), Elbasel 

(2012) and Salam (2013) which they stated that there is a lack in the 

current Egyptian English language programs which do not concern in 

how to provide pupils with enough opportunities to practice grammar in 

a correct way.  Moreover, they argued that the poor grammatical 

competence of preparatory stage pupils lies in the lack of attention given 

to its teaching in the Egyptian preparatory stage and that pupils' 

grammatical mistakes are so common and  their grammatical competence 
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are unintelligible. Therefore, pupils are only taught the basic information 

that can help them to pass their grammar exams. 

To document the problem of the study, a pilot study was conducted 

by the researcher to find out the lack of grammatical competence among 

first-year pupils at preparatory stage. The participants were 50 pupils at 

AlShahid Mahmoud Abdelazim Mahmoud preparatory school, Kafr Farsis, 

Benha educational administration. The pilot study consisted of grammatical 

competence test. This test comprises of five questions to show pupils' 

ability in using past simple, future, prepositions, comparative, adjectives, 

asking questions, verbs, punctuation and writing short sentences. The 

results of the pilot study revealed that about 80% pupils did not master 

these aspects. To face search a problem, the researcher will attempt to use 

multiple intelligence theory to develop EFL grammatical competence 

among first-year pupils at preparatory school.  

Statement of the Problem 
In spite of the importance of EFL grammatical competence, there 

is a lack in EFL grammatical competence among first- year pupils at 

preparatory stage. Therefore, the present research aims at using 

interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligences for developing EFL 

grammatical competence skills among first-year pupils at preparatory 

stage.   

Questions of the Research 
To investigate this problem, the present attempted to answer the 

following questions: 

1- What is The EFL grammatical competence skills required for first-

year pupils at preparatory stage? 
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2- How can interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligences are used for 

developing EFL grammatical competence skills among first-year 

preparatory stage pupils? 

3- What is the effectiveness of using interpersonal and intrapersonal 

intelligences in developing EFL grammatical competence skills 

among first-year pupils at preparatory stage? 

Delimitations of the Research  
This research was delimited to:  

1- First year preparatory school pupils as pupils are neither old nor 

young to apply the program of multiple intelligences strategies. 

2- Some grammatical competence skills appropriate for first year 

preparatory school. 

3- Interpersonal intelligence and Intrapersonal intelligence. 

Research Methodology 

This research utilized the experimental design known as the two-

groups experimental and control group design. 

Participants of the Research  
The participants of the present research consisted of two groups 

(experimental and control groups) of first year preparatory stage pupils each 

group (n=30) at Elshahid Mahmoud Abdelazim Mahmoud preparatory 

School, Kafr Farsis, Benha, Qaluipia Governorate, during the academic 

year 2018/2019. 

Instruments and Materials of the Research  

A) A pre-post EFL grammatical competence skills test.  

The EFL grammatical competence skills test was designed to 

measure the 19 sub-skills assigned as very important by the jury 
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members. Three parts were assigned to measure main skills. The test 

includes a total number of 34questions in three parts as following: 

1- Part “A”: aims at measuring grammatical skills and consisted of 

three questions (multiple choices question, mini dialogue, and 

underlined the mistake).  

2- Part “B” aims at measuring vocabulary skills and consisted of two 

questions (multiple choices question, and underlined the mistake).  

3- Finally part “C” aims at measuring phonology skills and consisted of 

two questions (pronounce phrases, and describe the picture).  

The test was submitted to jury members in Curricula and Methods 

of Teaching English (n=8). They were asked to indicate the suitability of 

the test content for the first year preparatory stage pupils and the clarity 

of the instructions for each part of the test. They indicated the suitability 

of the test items to assess the skills intended 

B) A rubric of EFL grammatical competence skills. 
The rubric was used to score the pupils' performance in the EFL 

grammatical competence test. The rubric consists of one part scored 

(phonology skills) on a three points Likert scale ranging from "3" to "1" 

marks. The students are given a rating between "1" to "3" for their 

performance in the EFL phonology skills. The pupils are given "3" marks 

when they pronounce correctly. They are given “2”, if they have some 

mistakes. And they are given "1" mark when they don't pronounce. 

For estimating the reliability of the EFL grammatical competence 

test, Alpha Cronbach coefficient and test-retest method were used. The 

test was administered to a group of 1st year preparatory school pupils at 
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Alshahid Mahmoud Abdelazim Mahmoud preparatoery school, Kafr 

Farsis, Benha,  Qaliupia Governorate (other than experimental and 

control groups who received the treatment) during the first semester of 

the academic year 2018/2019. Then, it was administered to the same 

group again after two weeks. The Pearson correlation coefficient 

between the two administrations was (.927) which is significant at the 

(0.01) level. This means that the EFL grammatical competence pre-post 

test is reliable. 

The Intervention   
A teacher's guide was designed to explain in details how 

interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligence can be used for developing 

EFL grammatical competence skills. Twenty one sessions were 

prepared. Each session, the teacher would follow two stages. In first 

stage, he/she divide the class into 6 groups each group contains of 5 

pupils. Each group will choose one of them to be a leader and 

responsible for works of his/her group. Teacher would use two strategies 

(Peer sharing - Cooperative groups) during this stage. In second stage, 

Pupils would work individually. Teacher would distribute papers (self-

evaluation sheets). Pupils would answer question to evaluate themselves.  

Teacher would use two strategies (One minute reflection - Personal 

connections) during this stage.  

  Results of the Research 
Data were statistically treated using Statistical Package for the 

Social Science (SPSS) program (version 22). Table (1) and (2) show the 

results of the study. 
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Table 1: Findings of t-test of the EFL Grammatical Competence 

skills post- administration for experimental group and that control 

group 

Sig D.F 
T-

value 
S.D Mean Application N Group Skill 

.000 

 
29 8.345 

5.62721 25.300 

Post 30 

control EFL 

Grammatical 

competence 

Skills 
10.11293 42.9333 Experimental 

Table 2: Findings of t-test of the EFL grammatical competence post-

administration in each main skill of experimental and control group 

Sig. D.F t-value S.D Mean Application N Group Main skill 

.000 

29 

6.333 
3.5495 13.567 

Post-test 30 
experimental Grammatical 

Skills 2.8080 8.333 control 

.000 7.620 
2.9235 13.733 

Post-test 30 
experimental Vocabulary 

Skills 2.0069 8.800 control 

.000 7.514 
4.7524 15.633 

Post-test 30 
experimental Phonology 

Skills 2.6533 8.167 control 

Table (1) shows that "There is a statistically significant difference 

at the (0.01) level between the mean scores of the experimental group 

and that of control group in EFL Grammatical Competence skills on the 

post administration of EFL grammatical competence skills test in favor 

of the experimental group”.  

Table (2) shows that the mean score of the experimental group in 

the post application of the EFL grammatical competence skills test was 

higher than score of the control group in the grammatical competence 

skills post-test in the grammatical skills; t-value is (6.333), which is 

significant at the (0.01) level. Thus, it can be said that interpersonal and 

intrapersonal intelligences positively affected grammatical skills among 

the study participants.   
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Findings also indicates that the mean score of the experimental 

group in the post application of the EFL grammatical competence skills 

test was higher than score of the control group in the EFL grammatical 

competence skills post-administration in the vocabulary skills; t-value is 

(7.620), which is significant at the (0.01) level. Again, it can be said that 

interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligences positively affected 

vocabulary grammatical competence skills among the study participants. 

Furthermore, findings indicated that the mean scores of the 

experimental group in the post application of the EFL grammatical 

competence skills test were higher than score of the control group in the 

EFL grammatical competence skills in the phonology skills; t-value is 

(7.514), which is significant at the (0.01) level. Consequently, it can be 

said that the participants' phonology skills has been developed as a result 

of using interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligences. 

Discussion and Interpretation of the Results 
Results of the research revealed that there was a statistically 

significant difference at the (0.01) level between the mean scores of the 

experimental group and that of control group in EFL Grammatical 

Competence skills on the post administration of EFL grammatical 

competence skills test in favor of the experimental group. Hence, it was 

concluded that using interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligences was 

effective in developing EFL grammatical competence skills. This may be 

attributed to different reasons. It is related to the nature of interpersonal and 

intrapersonal intelligences, which included some strategies and activities for 

developing EFL grammatical competence skills. Moreover, interpersonal 

and intrapersonal intelligences were helpful in providing authentic content 
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to help pupils develop grammatical competence to identify the parts of 

sentences, apply verbs, apply correct sentences structures, use various 

vocabulary, putting words together, pronounce words in sequence, use 

rhythm and intonation. 

One of the prominent advantages of interpersonal and intrapersonal 

intelligences that might help to develop some of pupil grammatical 

competence skills in this research is that it offered the researcher and 

pupils a wide range of possibilities for extra grammatical competence both 

inside and outside of the classroom. So, the researcher provided 

experimental group with authentic material at any time and any place to 

develop their grammatical competence skills. Moreover, interpersonal and 

intrapersonal intelligences are considered an opportunity to compensate 

pupils for short time of sessions. So, the teacher could extend and 

duplicate the sessions outside the classroom. 

Another remarkable advantage of using interpersonal and 

intrapersonal intelligences is that helped pupils to change their concept 

about learning English language in general and EFL grammatical 

competence skills in particular. This helped them to turn from passive 

learners into active ones. In addition, it helped the researcher to turn 

from lecturer into monitor, guide and facilitator.  

Recommendations of the Research 
Based on the results of the present research, the following 

recommendations should be taken into consideration: 

1- The English language teachers should use interpersonal and 

intrapersonal intelligences to aid pupils practice grammatical 

competence in a meaningful context. 
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2- Teaching should be turned from being teacher-centered to learner-

centered in which learners become more involved in and 

responsible for their learning and become self-autonomous. 

3- Schools should be trained on the use of group work and (MIT) 

instead of traditional teaching. 

Suggestions for Further Research  
The results drawn from this study pointed to a need to conduct 

further research as follows:  

1- Investigating the effect of using interpersonal and intrapersonal 

intelligences on improving EFL grammatical competence skills 

among learners at other educational levels: primary and 

secondary.  

2- Investigating the effect of using interpersonal and intrapersonal 

intelligences on other language skills such as listening, speaking, 

reading and writing. 

3- Identifying the effectiveness of using interpersonal and 

intrapersonal intelligences on developing listening and speaking 

skills among learners at different educational levels.  

4- Identifying effect of a study using other types of intelligences for 

EFL grammatical competence is needed.  

5- Investigating the effectiveness of more recent technology 

applications in the EFL grammatical competence skills.  
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 مستخلص البحث
هدددهذ هددددث   ى تدددة  ىددددة النحددد   ىى ددددالص  ىلتل ددد   ىدددده   ددد    ى دددد          دددده    

 ىقليلبح   ذىك باستخه م ، بلها، فرسحس بنهرس   ىشهيه متنل   به ىعظحم متنل     ه  ي  بك ر
.  قددددده ادددددم  سدددددتخه م  ىبراددددداملة  ىتلر بدددددة  ىقدددددا م  لدددددة   ىدددددثلال  ىشخ دددددة   ىدددددثلال    تندددددا ة

ملنددل تي) جملنل دد  الر بحدد   ملنل دد  ودداب  ي.  بلدددس  يلدد   ىهر سدد  ب بددل   اى دد    اى دد  
ىىددم ملنل دد   لددة  ىوددل ل.  اددم ا ددنحم قا ندد  باىنهددار ا   ى  مدد  ىهدد  ل  ى دد  .  اددم ا ددنحم 

خت ار  ى    قبلحا ىتتهيه مودتل      هدم  ىقبلدة  خت ار قبلة  بعه  ىقحاس  ىى الص  ىلتل  . ام  
 اهر بهم م) خ    ستخه م  ىثلال  ىشخ ة   ىثلال    تندا ة  لدة مهدار ا  ىى دالص  ىلتل د . 
 ام ا بيق   خت دار مدرص بااحد  جبعدهياي  لدة  ىنلندل تي)  ىتلر  د    ىقداب   ىقحداس مده   ىتقدهم 

ىلتدددا ج   ددل  فدددرء فدددة    ل  ى ددد   فدددة  ىنلنل ددد  فددم مودددتل     ل  ىنلندددل تي).  ىقددده  ببتدددس  
 ىتلر  د    ىنلنل دد   ىقدداب    فددة   خت دار  ى عدده  ى دداىل  ىنلنل دد   ىتلر بحد  منددا يدده   لددة 

 .فا لح   ستخه م  ىثلال  ىشخ ة   ىثلال    تنا ة فة النح   مهار ا  ىى الص  ىلتل  
  ىثلال    تنا ة ، ىشخ ة ىثلال  ،مهار ا  ىى الص  ىلتل   :كلمات مفتاحية


